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For the reconstruction of the
sanatorium "Uzbekistan" in
Yalta invested $ 25.4 million
Uzbekistan on the basis of 2013
along with Russia ($ 273.8 million),
British Virgin Islands ($ 114.3 million)
and Cyprus ($ 26.9 million) is among
the major investor countries Yalta.
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12uz.com - Unfair competition. Exactly
the way it is explained in recent years
inflame hysteria around the Uzbek
cotton. It has long it is no secret that a
number of American corporations pay
cotton human rights organizations
holding shares to discredit the cotton
produced in Uzbekistan. And this is due
not humane impulses, as trying to
present to the general public.
jealousy in this particular exhibit notorious «Cotton Campaign», has long
been known as a structure openly lobbying the interests of large
corporations American cotton, and has been organizing various kinds of
information campaigns against competitors their owners.
fact that as well as in Uzbekistan, cotton is a major crop grown in the United
States. But it turned out that in recent years due to its quality and price
weighted Uzbek cotton is grown in the market pushed the Americans. By the
way, it is easy to see by looking at the rapidly growing demand for cotton
from Uzbekistan.
eventually got to the point that consumers previously purchased cotton in
the U.S. pulled in Uzbekistan. It is understandable - normal businesswoman
throwing money down the drain will not be - it's business ... What,
respectively, turned out for American losses. And instead to adapt to market
conditions the U.S. decided to go through political intrigue.
way recently, the U.S. has once again proved it. Recently UzbekSingaporean joint venture to produce yarn «Indorama Kokand Textile» IBEC
appealed to Uzbekistan to explain the reason for the detention of the
container with its 22 tons of yarn in the port g.Los Angeles USA.
As it turned out, in September of this year, said container was sent to the
client's address «EDPA USA Inc.». However, 14 October shipment was
detained by U.S. Customs at the port of Los Angeles. What is particularly
interesting, U.S. customs officials refused to give explanations on the fact
unjustified detention of 22 tons of yarn.
Further events started to become more interesting character. After the
detention of cargo employees Department of Homeland Security United
States began to put pressure on the company «EDPA USA Inc.» To force
them to abandon the import of cotton yarn from Uzbekistan, but instead
buy American cotton.
obvious that such drastic measures are explained by the recent conclusion
of the International Organization UN work on the monitoring results of the
process the cotton harvest in Uzbekistan, which effectively denied dissolve
«Cotton Campaign» all sorts of gossip around the Uzbek cotton. I recall that
the ILO spokesman Hans Von Voland said the following: "... the results of
monitoring the systematic use of child labor was not." Note that during his
stay in Uzbekistan ILO experts made 
806 visits to farms, educational
institutions and places of the cotton harvest in 1592 and spent the
interview.
And judging by what is happening, the ILO did not meet expectations
American cotton magnates, as well, to no avail and trips themselves
employees of the U.S. diplomatic mission in Tashkent in Uzbekistan regions in
order to find "the exploited children in the cotton fields."
So we decided to USA, spit on the rules of law, open to move from words to
deeds ... Author: Sarwar Rashidov
31.12.2013
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new icon
January 5, 2014, at the
end of the Sunday
Liturgy, Metropolitan of Tashkent,
Uzbekistan and Vincent consecrated
Venerable Fathers of the Kiev Caves,
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